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8 of 8 review helpful Better options available elsewhere By John Wight Yes it s a pocket guide but it s just too small 
and thin to cover anything but the smallest fraction of varieties and only those in the most superficial detail I found it 
to be of almost no use The much better option Simon Schuster s Guide to Rocks and Minerals Many more photos and 
detailed descriptions It s thicker but doesn t take up much more This basic beginner s field guide to North American 
geology helps anyone identify common rocks minerals gems fossils and land formations In a logical user friendly 
highly visual format this new title one of an expanding collection of National Geographic pocket guides offers key 
facts about dozens of rocks and minerals how to hunt and identify them where and how to go looking The book also 
pictures and explains the fossils most likely to be found and the fund About the Author Author SARAH GARLICK is 
a climber writer and educator specializing in earth and environmental science Garlick has made first ascents of rock 
walls in Greenland the Middle East and Newfoundland and she s scaled alpine routes in Patagonia P 
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